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The if statement is used to express the outcome of a Boolean expression. For example, if 
the age > 18 then write may participate otherwise write may not participate. 

If age > 18 then  

    Write – May participate 

Else  

    Write – May not participate 

Delphi Components associated with if 

 

Listbox 
lstValues 

Add Items 
Items property to add items 
Retrieve item 
sValue := 
lstvalues.items[lstvalues.itemIndex] 

 

Combobox 
cmbValues 

Add Items 
Items property to add items 
Retrieve item 
sValue := 
cmbvalues.items[cmbvalues.itemIndex] 

 

Radiogroup 
rgpvalues 

Add Items 
Items property to add items 
Retrieve item 
sValue := 
rgpbvalues.items[rgpvalues.itemIndex] 

 

Checkbox 
chbValues 

Add Items 
Caption Property to use select 
Retrieve item 
bvalue := chbvalues.checked; 

 

Input / Process / Output 

For the above for each input the process and the output can look different. 

Based on the value selected for each input the process and/or output can look different. 
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Exercise 6 
1. Write an app that will enter the age of a person. The program must determine if the person 
i.e. legible for a South African ID. A person need to be 16 years or older to qualify for a 
South African ID. 

Hint: The output need to be different for the input. 

2. Write an app where the person enters their maths and IT mark as a percentage. The 
program then determines if the person qualifies for a bursary. A person qualifies for a 
bursary if the average of the marks is greater than 85%. 

Hint: The output for the process needs to look different. 

3. A sales agency sells goods on commission. The user enters the amount of goods and 
the program determines the commission. The commission is calculated as follows: 

For 100 items or less the commission is R 15 per item. For items over 100, the commission 
goes up to R 20.00 per item, for items over 100. 

Hint: The process and the output need to look different for the input. 

4. A travel agency wants to compute the fair for their clients. The basic fair is R 5,000.00. If 
the user takes insurance, there is an added R 3,400.00. There is an added fee for the 
following destinations: 

Tshwane add R 1 000.00 

Polokwane add R 2 000.00 

Bloemfontein add R 3 000.00 

Cape Town add R 6 000.00 

Determine the cost for the traveller. 

Possible Output: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In this case there are at least TWO different Inputs. For each of the inputs there are different 
processes and output. 

Basic Fee: R 5 000.00 

Insurance: R 3 400.00 

Cape Town: R 6 000.00 

Total: R14 400.00 

Basic Fee: R 5 000.00 

Insurance: No Insurance 

Polokwane: R 2 000.00 

Total: R7 000.00 
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Input 

Input 

1. The cost of the trip 
must be added 

2. The output associated 
with the cost need to be 
displayed 

if rgpDestination.ItemIndex = 0 then // input 

  begin 

    rCost := rCost + 1000; // process 

    redoutput.Lines.Add('Tshwane - R 1,000.00'); // output 

  end; 

  if rgpDestination.ItemIndex = 1 then // input 

  begin 

    rCost := rCost + 2000; // process 

    redoutput.Lines.Add('Polokwane - R 2,000.00'); // output 

  end; 

  if rgpDestination.ItemIndex = 2 then // input 

  begin 

    rCost := rCost + 3000; // process 

    redoutput.Lines.Add('Bloemfontein - R 3,000.00'); // output 

  end; 

  if rgpDestination.ItemIndex = 3 then // input 

  begin 

    rCost := rCost + 6000; // process 

    redoutput.Lines.Add('Cape Town - R 6,000.00'); // output 

  end; 
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For both the true and false part the 
following need to be completed: 

1. The cost of the insurance must be 
added 

Either R 3 400.00 or R 00.00 cost 

2. The output associated with the 
insurance need to be displayed 

Either R 3 400 insurance or no 
insurance 

 

if cbxInsurance.Checked then 

  begin 

    rCost := rCost + 3400; // process 

    redoutput.Lines.Add('Insurance: R 3 400.00'); // output 

  end 

  else 

  begin 

    rCost := rCost + 0; // process 

    redoutput.Lines.Add('No Insurance'); // output 

  end; 

TRUE 

FALSE 
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Largest and Smallest Number of numbers entered 
As the user enters the number, the event handler checks to see if the value is greater than the stored value, or smaller than the stored 
value. 

However, the FIRST number entered will always be the largest and smallest number. The values of the largest and smallest need to be 
stored as global variables, and initialised in the form activate. 

The algorithm is as follows: 

Step 1 

Declare the values of min, max and counter as global variables. 

Step 2 

Initialise these variables to 0 in the Form Activate event handler 

Step 3. 

In the process event handler do the following: 

3.1. Read in the value 

3.2. Increase the counter. 

3.3. Check to see if the counter is 1 (Use an if statement) 

3.3.1. if the counter 1 one, assign the first value entered to both the max and minimum value. 

3.4. check to see if the value entered is greater than the current max value. 

3.4.1. If the value is higher set the new value to the max value. 

3.5. Check to see if the value is less than the min value. 

3.5.1. If the current value is less than the min value, replace the current min value with the current value.
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Determine average on a number of values 
The user enters an unknown number of values. As the values are entered, the number 
of values entered, the total and average of the values are displayed. 

The algorithm is as follows 

1. Declare sum, count, average as global variables. 

2. Initialise the sum, count, average in the Form Activate event handler to 0. 

3. Use the button event handler to do the following: 

3.1. Enter the number. 

3.2. Add the number to the sum. 

3.3. Add 1 to the count 

3.4. Calculate the current average by dividing the sum by the count. 

3.5. Clear the display and show the current values in the sum, count and average. 

Nested IF 
Nested if takes place when the user uses an if statement inside another if statement. 
The importance is that the criteria is different. 

For example; all the boys that is eighteen years or older may participate. The if 
statement can look as follows for a nested if: 

If sGender = “boys” then 

       If iAge => 18 then 

                 Showmessage(‘The person may attend the event’);  
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Exercise 7 
1. Write a program that will enter the users details and grade. The output is that the 
program must display the name, surname and grade. If the user is in grade 8 or grade 
9, the output must include the words Senior phase and for grade 10, grade 11 or grade 
12 the words FET Phase. 

Use a listbox, combobox or radiogroup for the grade. 

2. A Pizza company sells a basic pizza for R 55.00, and add-ons that you can choose. 
Each add on has its own cost.  

The add-ons are as follows: 

Extra Cheese – R 15.00 

Salami – R 10.00 

Russians – R 20.00 

Pepperoni – R 13.00 

Pineapple – R 7.00 

Chicken – R 8.00 

The user can choose an add on one or more or no add on at all. 

The output must display the basic price and any add-ons the user chooses. 

The output must further include the VAT at current rate and the final price. 
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Analysis of Question 

 

INPUT 

 

For each of the input the user needs to add the amount to the final value (process) 
and display that the user selected the particular value (output) 

 

  

Output Process Input 
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PROCESS 

 

OUTPUT 

if cbxCheese.Checked then // input 

  begin 

    FinalValue := FinalValue + 10; // process 

    redoutput.Lines.Add('Added Salami: R 10.00'); // output 

  end; 

  if cbxRussians.Checked then // input 

  begin 

    FinalValue := FinalValue + 20; // process 

    redoutput.Lines.Add('Added Russians: R 20.00'); // output 

  end; 

  if cbxPepperoni.Checked then // input 

  begin 

    FinalValue := FinalValue + 13; // process 

    redoutput.Lines.Add('Added Pepperoni: R 13.00'); // output 

  end; 

  if cbxPineApple.Checked then // input 

  begin 

    FinalValue := FinalValue + 7; // process 

    redoutput.Lines.Add('Added Pineapple: R 7.00'); // output 

  end; 

  if cbxChicken.Checked then // input 

  begin 

    FinalValue := FinalValue + 8; // process 

    redoutput.Lines.Add('Added Chicken: R 8.00'); // output 

  end; 
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// process 

  rVAT := FinalValue * 0.15; // calculate VAT 

  rTotal := FinalValue + rVAT; // Calculate final total with VAT 

  // output 

  redoutput.Lines.Add('Subtotal: ' + floattostrf(FinalValue, 

    ffCurrency, 10, 2)); 

  redoutput.Lines.Add('VAT: ' + floattostrf(rVAT, ffCurrency, 10, 2)); 

  redoutput.Lines.Add('Final Total: ' + floattostrf(rTotal, ffCurrency, 10, 2)); 
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3. A car owner wants to install additional software in his car. This software must display 
the engine temperature of the car together with a message. The parameters for the 
temperature which is the input is as follows: 

Engine Temperature Message 
50 and below Cold – Blue Dot 
50 – 70 Warming – Orange Dot 
80 – 90 Operating temperature – Green Dot 
90 - 110 Overheating – red Dot 
Above 110 Blowout – Black Dot 

 

  


